St. Stephen’s College Preparatory School (“Prep School”) will be offering a Fixed Term Note Programme to candidates for admission to Primary One in 2017/18 school year.

Parents and sponsors may join the Prep School Fixed Term Note Programme by purchasing a 12 year non-interest bearing, non-negotiable, non-transferable and unsecured Fixed Term Note (“Fixed Term Note”) issued by St. Stephen’s Foundation Limited (“Foundation”), a registered Hong Kong charity, for HK$2,000,000-.

The holder of a Fixed Term Note (“Note-holder”) is entitled to nominate one Nominee for a priority place to study in Primary One (or Year 1) of the Prep School in the 2017/18 school year provided the Nominee satisfies the Pre School’s admission requirements and standards. The Nominee must be either the Note-holder’s own child or a child specified in the Fixed Term Note.

Fixed Term Notes are NOT mandatory for admission to study in Primary 1 (Year 1) of the Prep School.

This is only a brief outline of the Pre School Fixed Term Note Programme. Those interested in purchasing a Fixed Term Note should write to St. Stephen’s Foundation Limited, 22 Tung Tau Wan Road, Stanley, Hong Kong to request for fuller details and an Application Form.

Note: Should there be any inconsistency between the English and Chinese versions, the English version shall prevail.